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EDITORIAL PROFILE 
General overview.



Italy’s leading business-financial daily 
newspaper, headed by Roberto Napoletano.

Il Sole 24 ORE is a tool that provides

insightful and in-depth information on

political, economic and legislative topics,

and on the Italian and international

financial markets. It is a premier source

for professionals, investors and

households.

Every day, the Daily is divided into several sections: 

First section, the daily spotlight on politics and topical themes 

(includes Impresa e Territori) 

Finanza & Mercati, from Tuesday to Saturday 

Norme & Tributi, from Monday to Sunday

7 regular weekly features

Risparmio e Famiglia + L’Esperto Risponde

Rapporti

Casa24Plus

Moda24

Plus24

Domenica

Nòva24

Total circulation* (Print+dig): 203.276

97.554 of which digital*

Readers: 843,000

Source: ADS September 2016

Audipress 2016.II

FIGURES

*NET OF MULTIPLE DIGITAL COPIES
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Editor-in-Chief:

Roberto Napoletano

Deputy Editors-in-Chief

Edoardo De Biasi, Alberto Orioli, Salvatore Padula, Alessandro Plateroti

Managing Editor: 

Guido Palmieri

Head of the Rome staff:

Giorgio Santilli

Oversight and coordination Finance:

Christian Martino

Oversight and coordination Corporate:

Lello Naso 
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* From Monday to Sunday inside the first section.

* * From Tuesday to Saturday. Sundays inside the first section.

News on the Country’s 

real economy

Business-financial news, 

market trends

Regulatory and legal

information

Domestic/foreign current affairs

FIRST SECTION

SECOND SECTION

THIRD SECTION

*

**

***

* * * From Tuesday to Friday. Mondays inside the second section. Saturdays 

and Sundays inside the first section. 

Weekly feature on family 

investment inside L’Esperto 

Risponde (Monday)

RISPARMIO E FAMIGLIA (MONDAY)

Tax, legal and administrative 

advice (tabloid)

L’ESPERTO RISPONDE (MONDAY)

Insights into the business world 

and local areas

RAPPORTI24 (TUESDAY)

Market analysis and real 

estate trends (inside the 

first section)

CASA24PLUS (THURSDAY)

The fashion, cosmetics, 

and accessories industry 

(inside the first section)

MODA24 (FRIDAY)

The weekly for savers & 

investors and for investment 

professionals (tabloid)

PLUS24 (SATURDAY)

Innovation in research, 

technology and creativity 

(inside the first section)

NOVA24 (SUNDAY)

The most authoritative 

cultural supplement on the 

Italian publishing scene 

(inside the first section)

DOMENICA  (SUNDAY)
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE

Finanza & Mercati, Plus24, L’Esperto

Risponde, Risparmio e Famiglia

PROFESSIONALS

Norme & Tributi

REAL ESTATE MARKET

Casa24Plus

REAL ECONOMY

Impresa & Territori, Rapporti24

FASHION

Moda24

TECHNOLOGY

Nòva24

CULTURE

Domenica
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EDITORIAL SECTIONS 



Finanza & Mercati

11

The time-honoured section of Il Sole 24 ORE, the premier source

for savers, investors and professionals: a must-have "work tool"

to invest in stocks, bonds and commodities.

Business-financial news on the publicly-traded companies that

impact financially on the Country, market trends, and

authoritative insights from financial analysts who dissect prices

and quotes every day.

The second section of the Daily also offers news on asset

management, bond markets, Italian and international stock

markets, provided with the authority and the analytical expertise,

with an eye towards service, that has always marked the entire

Daily.
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Plus24, the savings & investment magazine, is the must-have

tool for investors and investment professionals (consultants,

financial advisors, etc...).

Out on Saturdays, it is the trusted weekly source on investment

and personal finance. Plus24 provides surveys, in-depth

analysis, focuses and charts to guide families and investors in

managing their money in the best of ways.

Plus24
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The advisory service offered by Il Sole 24 ORE to guide readers

and users through the maze of tax, legal and administrative

queries. For 30 years now, it has become the trusted medium to

clear up doubts on pensions, condominium, tax deductions, VAT,

local levies and employment, to name but a few of the most

popular columns.

With over 200 thousand queries, L’Esperto Risponde is a

uniquely invaluable database. Out on Mondays at newsstands

with Il Sole 24 ORE, the supplement with expert answers to

readers’ questions.

L’Esperto Risponde
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Norme & Tributi

The Norme & Tributi section - available both in print and digital

version - is a trusted daily work tool for professionals, covering

key topical issues in the regulatory field, from taxation to

accounting, from employment to justice, from condos to local

areas, and from the PA to local governments.
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The section that digs into the real economy of our Country,

offering a narrative on Italy’s success stories and the competitive

challenges it faces on a global scale, on its ability to keep whole

areas afloat and to win new ones worldwide with its products and

talents.

It chronicles a Country and the path of modernity many small and

medium-sized businesses embark on to stand out every day in

the open sea of competition, at times at home against their own

success, at times on a global scale.

Impresa & Territori
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On Tuesdays, investigative reports on the key sectors of the

Italian economy, plus in-depth analysis of local areas and

districts, of the key drivers of business success and the shackles

that bind growth.

Rapporti 24 Impresa, targeted insights and investigative reports

on industry, chronicling the developments taking place in the key

strategic areas of the Italian economy, the trends and the

strategies adopted by industry players, and the market

challenges and innovations.

Rapporti 24 Territori, comprehensive and insightful analysis of

local areas, with a spotlight on the challenges, the markets and

the top players of our economy.
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Rapporti24
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Casa24Plus

Casa24Plus is Thursday’s regular fixture on the residential

and Real Estate world, offering market analysis and trends to

both individuals and professionals.

The weekly is divided into four sections:

/ Mercato

/ Mondo Immobiliare

/ In casa

/ Chiavi in mano

It caters to the needs of homeowners and tenants, to those

seeking a home or an accommodation for their holidays or

weekends, to real estate finance investors, and to those who

have a mortgage or home loan.

17
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Moda24 is Il Sole 24 ORE’s weekly focus on the fashion,

cosmetics and accessories industry.

It is the beating heart of the luxury industry offering a

comprehensive view on footwear, leather goods, accessories,

watches and cosmetics, complemented with corporate

benchmark data, expert reviews, and industry trends.

Moda24 is read by the entire chain in the fashion and

cosmetics industry, from the firms to the professionals and the

operators.

Moda24 
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Nòva24 - Frontiere is the section of Il Sole 24 ORE that explores

innovation in research, technology and creativity. By

downloading NovaAJ free of charge from the Apple Store or from

Google Play, readers will find lots more information.

Nòva24 - Progetti are topic-specific vertical insights into the

themes of the "possible world" and new entrepreneurship: 2-4

pages on Wednesday (created on demand only) inside the first

section of the Daily.

The specials, prepared by nòva24 editors, will dig deep into the

most ambitious and strategic innovative projects, showcasing

the businesses and the researchers who stand out for their

ability to innovate.

nòva24 
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Domenica is the most authoritative cultural supplement on the

Italian publishing scene, valued also for its versatile topics. It is

unique because it is read, collected and stored: its life cycle

extends far beyond the publication date.

For thirty years now, the supplement has offered its loyal

readers insights and provocative cues out of the box on art,

literature, science, philosophy, religion, cinema, theatre, design,

travel, and leisure.

Domenica 
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Once a month, the focus leaves the Daily’s format to increase

its pages, taking on the size of an instant book - 19 x 27 cm -

in pink. The insights are addressed to a wider audience of

families and investors in general. Domenica has an

informative and generalist slant, with a practical approach on

topical issues.

Three Wednesdays every month, the Daily publishes on its

pages in-depth specials on regulations of topical interest and

relevance, not only in the professional sphere, but also in the

private domain of its readers: home, pensions, taxation, etc.

Following publication, the insights are then posted on the

website in e-book version.

Example of focus/insight Example of instant book
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READERSHIP: SOCIO-
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE AND CONSUMER 
PATTERNS.



67% 33% 27% 23% 26% 23%

11% 18% 24% 19% 18%

25-34 yrs 35-44 yrs 45-54 yrs 55-64 yrs ˃64 yrs

GENDER

Mostly male target.

North 

West

North 

East
Centre South and 

Islands

AREA

Homogeneous distribution of readers by geographical area.

Source: AUDIPRESS 2016/2 PAPER and/or REPLICATION

AGE

High concentration of readers in the most active age groups of 

the Italian population.
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15% 27%

40% 42%

28% 21%

Secondary school 

diploma
Degree

QUALIFICATION 

Significant presence of readers with high qualification.

SOCIAL CLASS

High concentration of readers belonging to the 

upper social classes.

PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY 

Upper social 

class

Upper middle 

social class
Source: AUDIPRESS 2016/2 PAPER and/or REPLICATION
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Total adult readers: 843,000

Total adult readers and exclusive 

readers

Total male readers: 561,000

Total male readers and exclusive 

readers

Total female readers: 281,000

Total female readers and exclusive 

readers

585,000

372,000

213,000

Duplicate readers (readers of Il Sole 24 ORE + Corriere della Sera + La Repubblica)

Exclusive readers of Il Sole 24 ORE (readers only of Il Sole 24 ORE, not of Corriere della Sera/La Repubblica)

Source: AUDIPRESS 2016/2 PAPER and/or REPLICATION

28%

72%

30%

70%

24%

76%

606,000

237,000

393,000

168,000

214,000

67,000

Individuals Men Women
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Source: TSSP, adult targets, concentration indices  

∕ Highly satisfied with savings                148

∕ Likes taking risks                                                     144

∕ An influencer in financial products                       179

∕ Considers being a finance savvy  201

∕ Seeks profitable ways of investing money 174

∕ Makes efforts to increase earnings          138

∕ Keeps an eye on stock quotes                           424

∕ Interested in advertising related to financial services               464

∕ Reads the financial pages on newspapers                454

∕ Highly skilled in managing money 118

∕ Has increased savings over the last year              183
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∕ Pays great attention to health 110

∕ Huge spender on home decor 419

∕ Fashion aficionado 202

∕ Likes to keep up with fashion 132

∕ Tries to keep up with advancements in technology 151

Source: TSSP, adult targets, concentration indices  
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Source: TSSP, adult targets, concentration indices  

∕ Considers it crucial to stay current with international news 123

∕ Wants to climb to the top of the professional ladder 143

∕ Interested in art 169

∕ Interested in international events 163

∕ Likes to be regarded as a leader 146

∕ Considers his/her car a second home 158

∕ Considers it worthwhile to pay more for quality items 181

∕ Buys based on quality, not on price 259

∕ People turn to him/her before buying something new 204
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TARGETS 



ITALIAN C-SUITE FUTURES 24 FAMILY BUYERS

Entrepreneurs and business managers

with high income. They love travelling

and are all-round image-conscious

people.

21-35 yrs, independent, graduates or

still at school. They travel, love

technology and take part in cultural

events.

Strong decision makers, they choose

and buy products for themselves and

for their families. They spend on food,

lifestyle and wellbeing.

Big achievers, 35-55 yrs, they lay down

the rules and lead the pack. They spare no

expense and use money without fear. They

love travelling, sophisticated food and

quality cultural entertainment.

GOLDEN POP
WOMEN NEW FREEDOM

Over 55 and eyes sharply set on the

future. Freedom. Life. Passions. They

love finance and like to stay current

with the developments in their

spheres of interest

Women over 30. Witty, high qualification.

Business savvies and big spenders on top

brands. They shop with ....almost no guilt.

ACTIVE PEOPLE24 MEN TOP

They practice sport/physical activity

regularly. Target always on the move,

they pay attention to body care and

maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Men and women aged from 25 to 64

who listen to and read our media and

belong to our 24ORE world. Individuals

who play an active role in social life and

consume our media as their lifestyle.

+14 yrs. The wider male target of

the 24ORE world. Men with high,

upper middle and middle income.
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PROPOSITION.
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Manchette:

3 modules (each)

60x35 mm

6,000 €

Window:

18 modules (3x6) bottom right

133x184 mm

15,000 €

Footer on page 3 Footer on page 5

Footer:

32 modules (8x4)

360x120 mm

18,000 €

Footer:

32 modules (8x4)

360x120 mm

19,500 €

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.

Manchette and front page 
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Front page, right Back page

Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

37,500 €

Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

40,000 €

Front page, left

Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

37,500 €

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.



Front page, 

medium size

Half page:

64 modules (8x8)

360x247 mm

26,000 €

Fake half:

56 modules (8x7)

360x215 mm

26,000 €

Junior page:

50 modules (5x10)

224x311 mm

26,000 €

Junior page

Junior page:

50 modules (5x10)

224x311 mm

22,000 €
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Front page, colour, Monday Second page, colour, Monday

Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

35,000 €

Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

32,500 €

Spread

Double page spread:

272 modules (17x16)

757x502 mm

62,500 €

33

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.





4 modules (2x2)

87x56 mm

1,500 €

3 modules 

60x35 mm

1,200 €

1 module 

42x24 mm

300 €

2 modules 

42x56 mm

900 €

35

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.



Footer:

32 modules (8x4)

360x120 mm

16,250 €

Quarter page:

32 modules (4x8)

178x247 mm

16,250 €

48 modules (3x16)

133x502 mm

18,500 €

Junior page:

50 modules (5x10)

224x311 mm

19,000 €

36

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.



Page:

128 modules (8x16)

360x502 mm

25,000 €

Half page:

64 modules (8x8)

360x247 mm

20,000 €

Fake half:

56 modules (8x7)

360x215 mm

19,500 €

37

Prices are net of further discounts, agency fees, VAT.





Paper 

Number of pages 

Media type 

Booking date 

Delivery date of material  

Pink 

Approx. 48 pages 

Paper 

2 weeks before issue 

4 days before publication date 
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PDF file format

1. It must conform to the PDF/X-1a:2003 standard in the

PDF 1.3 version, with intent profile “Coated Fogra 39” (compatible

with Acrobat 4);

2. It must not be password protected;

3. It must contain one page only;

4. It must be composite (no separations allowed);

5. It must not contain over 10,000 vector objects or

clipping paths with more nodes (anchor points) than specified;

6. The number of paths on the page must be less than

5,000 objects;

7. It must not contain 16-bit images per channel;

8. It must not contain “PieceInfo” (Application information

structure);

9. It must not contain transparent objects.

Fonts used

1. All fonts must be embedded orsubset in the PDF;

2. Use Type 1 fonts. Don’t use CID fonts.

Colours and resolution

1. Colour images must be in high resolution (300 dpi).

Use CMYK space only (best to use the “Coated Fogra39” ICC

profile). Any RGB, Lab, Pantone and flat colour “All” elements

must be converted into CMYK;

screen 60 lines (Agfa-Sublima screening). The white dot must not

exceed 5% cyan, 4% magenta and 4% yellow. Black must not

exceed a hue value of 90%. The total percentage of colour

saturation (total INK) must not exceed 240%. If it does, to avoid

over-inking, the software will automatically reduce the amount

required, using generic tables, to bring it to 240%. Dot Gain of

print 15-20%;

2. For grayscale images, use Grayscale (15%) space

with 300 dpi resolution;

3. For Black & White space line art, use only vector-

based or Bitmap elements with 1200 dpi resolution;

4. For colour adv, avoid written texts with font size

below 14px and negative frames or thin lines on coloured

background. For written texts or positive frames or thin lines with

font size below 14px, use only black colour (no cyan, no

magenta, no yellow). This is to avoid any out of register during

printing.

File size and trim

1. PDF sizes must be built to bleed with no margins and printing 

marks. Trim Box and Bleed Box sizes must match.

PDF files must be loaded only on the Group’s portal (prior to accreditation) 

from the following URL:

https://advsole.ilsole24ore.com/Ads/index.do

To be accredited on the portal (not to send PDFs), if you lack credentials, 

send a request mail to:

impaginazione.system@ilsole24ore.com

(Material e-mailed to this address will not be taken into account and will 

be deleted).

Material delivery deadline:

4 business days before issue date.

For further technical information, please write to: 

dante.zamin@ilsole24ore.com
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